
			Rome   &   Tuscany 		
  
  

ROME,   THE   ETERNAL   CITY    &    THE   
BEAUTIES   OF   TUSCANY   

  
During :   7   days/6   nts      
  

  
DAILY   PROGRAM   

  
  

Day   1:   ROME   
  
  

Private  transfer  from  Rome  Airport  to  the  4*  hotel.  Check  in             

and  free  time  to  discover   the  capital,  one  of  the  most             
beautiful  cities  in  the  world,  proof  of  almost  3000  years            
of  history.  The  ancient  ruins  such  as  the  Forum  and  the              

Colosseum  testify  the  power  of  the  ancient  Roman  Empire.           

In  the  Vatican  City,  home  to  the  Catholic  Church,  are  St.             

Peter's  Basilica  and  the  Vatican  Museums,  which  house          

masterpieces  such  as  the  Sistine  Chapel  frescoed  by          

Michelangelo.   

Rome,  however,  is  not  just  the  Colosseum,  the  Trevi           

Fountain  or  the  Sistine  Chapel.  Rome  is  a  journey  in  time,  a  film  set,  a  wonderful  view,  a  hidden  treasure  and  a                       

breathtaking   panorama....    Rome   is   an   emotion,   a   discovery .   Overnight   stay   in   a   4*   hotel    in   the   heart   of   Rome.   

  
Day   2:   ROME   

  

Breakfast  at  the  hotel.  Meeting  with  the  guide  to  start  the  tour.   The  Vatican  Museums  attract  millions  of  tourists  each                     

year  and  it  is  not  difficult  to  guess  why.  You  will  see  the  beautiful  works  of  art  and  collectors'  pieces  that  museums                        

contain.  After  the  visit  to  the  Vatican  Museums  it  will  be  the  turn  of  the   Sistine  Chapel ,  official  residence  of  the  Pope  in                         

the  Vatican  City.  Immerse  yourself  in  the  architecture  and  art  that  characterize  the  Sistine  Chapel  Some  of  the  most                     

famous  Renaissance  artists,  including  Michelangelo  and  Pinturicchio,  worked  here.  You  will  see  the  beautiful  ceiling                 

where  you  will  find  works  like  “The  Creation  of  Adam”  and  many  other  frescoes  by  Michelangelo.  You  can  enter  the                      

famous   St.  Peter's  Basilica .  Created  during  the  Renaissance  period,  this  structure  is  rich  of  art  of  famous  Italian  artists                     



of  the  time  and  was  also  designed  by  Michelangelo.  You  will  see  the  beautiful  altar  located  above  the  site  of  the  tomb  of                         

St.   Peter's.    Free   time   for   individual   activities.    Overnight   stay   in   the   hotel   

  
Day   3:   ROME   
  

Breakfast  at  the  hotel.  Meeting  with  the  guide   to   spend            

three  hours  discovering  the  city  that  was  the  peak  of            

human  civilization.  This  guided  tour  allows  you  to          

discover  every  secret  and  all  the  main  hidden  alleys           

and  admire  the  most  evocative  artistic  places.  Let  be           

enchanted  by  the  charm  of  Rome,  while  visiting  some           

of  the  most  famous  places  in  the  world,  including  the            

Pantheon ,  so  well  preserved  that  it  remained  in  use           

throughout  its  history.  The  tour  will  also  pass  through           

Piazza  Navona ,  which  houses  the  Fountain  of  the          

Four  Rivers  and  an  Egyptian  obelisk,  and  the   Spanish           
Steps ,  with  its  135  steps,  built  between  1723  and           

1725.  Your  guide  will  help  you  to  discover  the  myths  and  legends  of  the  place,  pointing  out  every  important  element  to                       

the  sight.  The  tour  ends  with  Trevi  Fountain,  one  of  the  most  famous  baroque  fountains  in  the  world,  also  loved  by  the                        

best   film   directors,    Throw   a   coin   in    the   Trevi   Fountain   and   make   a   wish,   Good   Luck!|     

This   walking   tour   takes   about   3   hours.   Free   time   to   enjoy   the   city   and    overnight   stay   in   the   hotel.     

  
Day   4:   ROME   –   FIRENZE   –   SAN   GIMIGNANO   
  

Breakfast  at  the  hotel  and  check  out.  Private  transfer  to  the  airport  in  time  for  boarding  operations.  FLIGHT  TO                      

FIRENZE.   Private  transfer  from  Firenze  Airport  to  the  4*  Relais  in   San  Gimignano .  Check  in  and  free  time  to  discover                      

this    UNESCO   WORLD   HERITAGE.   

  

Day   5:   PISA   
Breakfast  at  the  hotel  and  transfer  by  privat  car  to  Pisa.             

Meeting  with  the  guide  to  start  the  tour.   With  this  tour            
of  Pisa    you  will  discover  this  wonderful  city  through  its            

most  famous  sights,  such  as  the  Leaning  Tower  and         

the  Square  of  Miracles  (Piazza  dei  Miracoli).  But  also,         

you  will  look  for  all  the  traces  left  by  one  of  the  greatest               

men  of  science  ever  existed:  Galileo  Galilei ,  native         

of  Pisa .     

The  tour  will  start  in  Piazza  dei  Miracoli ,  the  centre  of            

the  city,  where  you  will  find  the  most  famous  attractions            

of  Pisa :  the  Cathedral ,  the  Baptistery  and     

the  Leaning  Tower.  Your  guide  will  tell  you  the  story  of  this  square,  and  you  will  have  the  chance  to  admire  its                      

monuments.     

During  this  tour  you  will  have  the  chance  to  enter  the  Cathedral  of  Pisa ,  a  masterpiece  of  Italian  Renaissance                    

architecture.  The  Cathedral  houses  several  works  of  art,  including  paintings  and  sculputres  made  by  some  of  the  most                  

important  Italian  artists  of  the  Renaissance.   you  will  admire  the  most  famous  landmark  of  Pisa,  the  Leaning  Tower .  The                    



tower  is  the  bell  tower  of  the  nearby  Cathedral :  but  a  ground  subsidence,  which  occurred  in  the  early  stages  of  the                      

project,   has   sealed   the   fate   of   the   tower   for   eternity,   making   it   the   most   famous   symbol   of  Pisa  in   the   world.     

By  choosing  this  tour  you  will  also  have  the  chance  to  learn  more  about  Galileo  Galilei .  In  addition  to  being  his                      

hometown,  Pisa  was  also  the  city  of  his  university  studies  in  medicine  and  the  place  of  his  first  academic  job  as                     

professor  of  mathematics.  At  the  end  of  the  tour  free  time  to  enjoy  the  city  and  return  to  San  Gimignano.   Overnight  stay                        

at    the   4*   relais.   

  

Day   6:   SIENA   
B reakfast  at  the  hotel  and  transfer  by  private  car  to            

Siena.  Meeting  with  the  guide  to  start  the  private  tour.            

Known  for  its  huge  historical,  artistic  and  landscape          

heritage,  this  small  town  is  rich  in  architectural  structures,           

religious  and  otherwise,  to  visit.  The  famous  Duomo  of           

Siena,  in  Roman-Gothic  style,  is  one  of  the  most           

significant  and  majestic  churches  built  in  this  style  in  Italy;            

the  Sanctuary  of  Santa  Caterina;  Piazza  del  Campo,  the           

main  square,  unique  for  its  shell  shape,  renowned          

throughout  the  world  for  being  the  place  where  the           

famous   Palio   di   Siena   takes   place.   

The  race  involves  the  whole  population  and  has  a  history  of  many  centuries  where  the  neighborhoods  of  Siena  battle  for                      

the  pride  to  win  the  Palio  banner.  At  the  end  of  the  tour  free  time  to  enjoy  the  city  and  return  to  San  Gimignano.                          

Overnight   stay    at    the   4*   relais.   

  

Day    7:   SAN   GIMIGNANO   -   FIRENZE   
Breakfast  at  the  hotel  and  check  out.  Free  time  to  relax  and  shopping.  Private  transfer  to  the  airport  in  time  for  boarding                        

operations.    End   of   services.   

  
  

  

TRAVEL   IS   ALWAYS   A   GOOD   IDEA:   CHOOSE   MILLE   ED   UN   VIAGGIO!   

  

  

  

  

  

__________________________________   

Mille   ed   un   Viaggio   
   info@milleedunviaggio.com   
  www.milleedunviaggio.com   

mailto:info@milleedunviaggio.com

